ers who strike. It would give
unions an unfair upper hand
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in negotiations.
Assembly Bill 1080 would,

stead passed alternatives that
reduced taxes, streamlined
regulations and helped businesses create more jobs?

had retained an important ﬁnal check. But the 1983 Su: A014
preme Court Page
decision
left Congress with the consequences of
a bad bargain: it had given up
power, but lost its fail-safe con-

Question of the Week

What would you do
as a homeless czar?
How can Southern California city and county governments earmark billions in taxpayer dollars for solutions to
the tragic problem of homelessness and still see the numbers on the streets go up in a
recent survey?
That’s our Question of the
Week for readers.
But more than that, and
more than simply indulging
the natural skepticism among
the citizenry about government work — and boondoggles
— what of the possibility that
the issue is simply bigger than
can be imagined? So many
economic and social issues are
at play at the same time that
there likely is not one easy solution to too many without
roofs over their heads.
Plus, if we — brace yourself — put ourselves in the local politicians’ shoes, it’s not
as if they want the awful numbers to keep going up. A ﬁgure such as Los Angeles Mayor
Eric Garcetti saw his chances
of entering national politics
fall away, for now, precisely because of the intractable nature
of homelessness in his city. He
would have loved to be able to
point to more success through
the city’s Measure HHH and
the county’s Measure H, taxes
set aside by voters to cure
what ails our region.

And perhaps new housing
construction plans, plagued
by NIMBY neighbors at every turn, have made some difference — perhaps even more
people would be homeless
without the new, big money.
So, if you were homeless
czar, what would be your focus? Is it dealing more forthrightly with institutionalizing the mentally ill? Is it vastly
increasing drug and alcohol
treatment programs? Is it simply stricter enforcement of
sidewalk-camping laws, rousting the homeless from the area
to become other regions’ problem?
Given the rash of what some
in the media are calling “medieval diseases” such as typhus associated with rodent
infestations in downtown Los
Angeles, is this a public health
emergency — as much for middle Americans just trying to
go to work and school as for
the indigent?
Should homeless encampments be cleared on the principal of protecting the rest
of us? Or is the real answer
trade education and job creation? Email your thoughts to
opinion@scng.com. Please include your full name and community of residence. Provide a
daytime phone number (it will
not be published).

Letters
We asked readers: Which Dem
hopeful stands out so far?

Klobuchar for president
Sen. Amy Klobuchar of Minnesota has all the credentials
necessary to win the presidency
next year. First, she already has
a 12-year track in Congress; second, the senator is from the allimportant Midwest; and third,
she is a moderate running
against a host of progressives.
The senator’s impressive win
last November proved she not
only could do well in urban
Minnesota, she also knew how
to rack up votes in conservative, rural parts of the state as
well (i.e., “Trump country”).
This is a quality many, if not
most, of her Democratic rivals
will envy during the primaries
and/or have a problem duplicating in the 2020 general election.
The thing I like most about
Klobuchar is she’s been hiding in plain sight. According

MALLARD FILLMORE: By Bruce Tin

How to have your say: We welcome letters on all issues of public concern. All are
subject to editing and condensation, and they can be published only with the writer’s
true name. Letters must include the writer’s home community and daytime telephone
number for verification purposes. Please limit letters to 150 words.
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